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CHAIBMAN HENDRIE:

3

The Commission meets 6nce more on one of its

If we could come to order.

4 favorite subjects, a discussion of revised licensing
5 procedures about which it might be remarked, as it has been
6 said about other things, that the more things change the

7 more things stay the same.
What I would like to do today is to work first of

8

9 all -0n the proposed final rule changes on Part 2.

The final

10 rule amending .Part 2 is the SECY 81-310 paper and we have a
11

310~A

12

at

h~nd.

So that I would like to go to first.

We then had some further possible rule changes for

13 Part 2 which, if agreed to by the Commission in whole or in
14 part, would be proposed for comment.
15

and some place I am sure I have a

That is the 311 paper

311-A~

In connection with

16 that the General Counsel was to consider whether any further

17 comments were appropriate for discussion in connection with
18 Board's sua sponte powers and the Counsel has produced a
19 304-A.
I

l_

20

Finally, if we ha•e time, Vic has asked the

21 Genetal Counsel to prepare a memorandum on possible changes
22 in the role of the NBC staff in our proceedings and we might
23 see whether a majority of Commissioners would prefer that
24 not to be ione or be done as the case may be.
25

Now, what have I forgotten, Len?
MR. BICKWIT:

Nothing, except if you get beyond
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·1 that then you can iook at the propos~d hearing schedule that
2 the Licensing Board has furnished.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, I proposed to see if

4 we could work that hearing schedule matter into the Part 2
5 discussions because one of our objectives out of this series
6 of meetings is to

~gree

upon a prototype schedule to be used

T for scheduling purposes for plants that will be coming up
8 for operating license decisions down the line.
Len, why don't I ask you to start us on the 310-A

9

10 proposition.
11

MR.

BICKWIT~

The only change I think I

hav~

to

12 call to your attention is on page 9 where the language had
13 read "It is expected that absent unusual circumstances the
14 Board will not authorize its use of a more extended filing
15 schedule.

In cases with few parties and few contentions the

16 Board should not hesitate to order use of a more compressed
17 filing schedule."
In 310-A you see what it has been changed to.

18

19 This was language that I gather, Vic, you put together and I
20 don't whether it commands the support of the majority.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21

I note page 9 in

particula~

22 this last time was a place that we had some discussion and I
~

think we went away agreeing that one of us would draft

24 something.
25

Was that you, Vic?

You were the drafter of choice?
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1

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYi

2

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

3

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

4

aR. BICKWIT:

5

I was.

This is your product?
Right.

We fiddled with your product a

little bit.

6

(Laughter.)

7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You may recognize that we

8 support it.

9

(Laughter.)

10

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

They fiddle with my stuff, Vic.

11

(Laughter.)

12

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

13

(No response.)

14

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

15

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

18

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Comments?

It looks fine with me.
I can stand it.

.

John?
Fine.

Good.

Page 9 passes the

19 crucial test.
20

Other

21

(No response.)

22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

c~mments

on 310-A?

Using the five-second rule

23 which says that if strident protest is not raised
24 immediately the thing for the Chairman to do is to charge
25 ahead.
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1

Let me ask if you are. ready to vote on this thinq?

2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
5

Yes.
Fine.

What about the words where it says

"It will have no adverse impact on small entities."

6

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Where is that?

7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

That is on page 12, the

8 regulatory impact.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9

There are those that would

10 regard that as a confession of failure.
11

(Laughter •. )

12

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

13

Well, i t won't, at least not on

a significant number of small entities.

Okay.

14

I think we have been

15 across these provisions for amending Part 2 in considerable
16 detail.

We have jone what I wouli call an outstandingly

17 successful public comment session at least from the
18 standpoing of eliciting comments.

I really don't think

19 these rule changes do more than tune up in relatively minor
20 ways the procedural rules.
21

I will vote for it.

22

Why don't I ask that all in favor of making this

23 rule final t-0 so indicate by shouting Aye.
24

(Chorus of Ayes.)

25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

It is done.
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CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Well, that is one folder which

2 has inhabited my desk for weeks which

c~n

now go back to the

3 files.
Len, I guess you and the Secretary will see that

4

5 it advances to the Federal Register and becomes a part of
6 our regulations.
7

MR. BICKWIT:

(Nods affirmatively.)

8

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

9

311, a proposed rule for comment which would

Okay.

Now on to other subjects.

10 further amend Part 2.
11

We had a number of changes and comments on this

12 the last time around.

Len, could you help lead us through

13 this piece by piece.
MR. BICKWIT:

14

Yes.

We just recorded what was

15 agreed to as far as those changes were concerned.
16

ne~

materi~l

The only

that we have added· is John's proposal on

17 contentions and we have drafted that as an alternative
18 proposal as the

C~mmission

19

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

20

MR. BICKWIT:

21

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

22

MR. BICKWIT;

instructed.
Yes.

That language is on page 8 and 9.
Eight and the top of page g.

Then the text as he drafted it last

23 time is on pages 13 and 14.
24

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

This then is in the paper

25 8 1 - 3 1 1 - A •
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1

MR. COTTER:

310.

2

MR. BICKWIT:

3

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

No, 311.
311-A.

Listen, Tony you have

4 got to k.eep up.

MR. COTTER:

5

Excuse me, you are moving too fast

6 for me.

7

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE'

This Commission is noted for

8 its fast movement and you have to stay right up on top of
9 the numbers.
10

(Laugh.ter.)

11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

In other words, what he is

12

saying if you can't keep up with the pace of the Commission

13

you have really got a problem.

14

(Laughter.)

15

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

This is under Arabic 1,

16 "Intervention in NBC Proceedings" which runs from the bottom
17 of page 2 in the paper through the top of page 9.
18

It looks fine to me for comment.

19

Vic, I think you were again putting the

20 alternative in.
21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY'

Well, I wouldn't put it in

22 as a Commission option, but I think you had agreed to do
23 that last time.
24

I would like to ask a question if this is the

25 right time.
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1

CHAIRMAN ~ENDRIE:

2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

It seems in order.
In your point 3, John, you

3 say the technical members of the Board may use their
4 technical knowledge to judge the merit of the contention.

The lawyer?

5

CHAIRMAN

6

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

7

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

HENDRIE~

Yes.

Well, suppose he has some

8 technical knowledge.
9

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Are you treating these

10 members differently, or what?
11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, what I am really

12 trying to do is get at the ·point that the technical members

.e

13 oftentimes do have technical knowledge that would address
14 the substance of the contention that is not really found in
15 the material that is submitted with respect to the
16 contention.
17

As Marty had pointed out to us in an earlier

18 paper, that kind of judgment can be made on material that is
19 not formally submitted.
20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

But it isn't just up to

21 them, is it?
22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Would't it do as well and avoid

23 any suggestion that there is a difference applying to lawyer
24 members and technical members just to say that the members
25 of the Boards may use

the~r

techn~cal

knowledge to judge the
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1 merit of the contention?
2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Fine.
Would you apply that to

4 the Commission as well?
5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

6

CHAIRM"AN HENDRIE:

I wouldn't go that far.

The Commissioner doesn It enjoy

7 a distinction between lawyer members and technical members.
·8

9

10

(Laughter.)
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

11 "technical" in there

~hich

No, I wouldn't mind.

Okay.

John will drop the first

seems a meritorious proposition.

12

Otherwise okay?

13

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Yes.

I think it is worth

14 getting comment on.
15

CHAIRMA~

16

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

HENDRIE:

As a proposition for comment.
He has no guarantee of a

17 vote on it but it is worth commenting on.
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

19

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

21 the last page.

Sure.

Okay.
Could I ask a question on.

A Board now is being faced with the question

22 of more than 50 interrogatories.

The way it is worded I

23 gather if the Board determines that 1, 2 and 3 are true then
24 it must grant more than SO; is that correct?
25

MR. BICKWIT:

That is correct.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

It is not discretionary at

2 that stage?
3

MR. BICKWIT:

No, it will grant leave if it

4 determines 1 through 3.
5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I

just wanted to make sure

6 that is what was intended.
7

MR. BICKWIT:

8

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE'

That is correct.
John, thaf takes. us over into

9 the next section of the proposed amendments for comment.

10 Let me go back for just a moment to No.

11

As I read

tha~

1•

Section No. 1 entitled

12 "Intervention in NRC Proceedings," that section and the
13 ac=ompanying proposed rule language, there are three of us
14 who agree that it should be published for comment •

.

15

I gues$ you would prefer not to include the

16 alternative, Vic?
17

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

18 option, right.

Well, as a Commission

I mean, I certainly wouldn't object to

19 including it.
20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I think there are three of us

21 who would take it as a Commission alternative and I will
22 rule that that is the sense of the boiy.
23

Then I will ask us to turn to the next section

24 which has to do with a limit on interrogatories if your
25 query then, John, falls into that discussion.
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1

Comments there?

2

MR. BICKWIT:

I had raised an issue

~t

the last

3 meeting on the r:el.ationship between the standa:i:ds protecting
4 the staff from discovery when the interrogatories are within
5 the first 50 and the standard above 50.

My only point was

6 that I wanted to ensure that there was a distinction between
7 those two standards because if there isn't then logically
8 you hav-e got an incoherent scheme.
9

I have satisfied my .own self that there is a

10 distinction and that it is not necessary to change the
11 -existing standar:-i which protects the staff from discovery
12 under 50 interrogatories in order to achieve what I felt was
13 necessary to achieve, i. e., that distinction.
14

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

So to be a little less

15 abstract what is the additional step then.

Presumably it

16 could raise all the same objections to the 51st
17 interrogatory that it could to the 49th but then there are
18 one or two in addition.
19

MR. BICKWIT:

The only addition that seems to me

20 to be meaningful is that on interrogatory 51 it can raise
21 the allegation that the party was improvident in its overall
22 use of the first 50.

Whereas with respect to interrogatory

23 49 it could not make that argument.

That is a difference in

24 the standard and it meets my test for distinguishing the two
25 standards.
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CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Other discussion that helps

2 this point?
3

(No response.)

4

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

5

I am glad to have your comment,

Len, and I accept it without either fully understanding it

6 or intending to fully understand it.
7

(Laughter .. ).

8

CHAIRMA~

9

MR. BICKWIT:

HENDRIE:

John?

I just want to make it clear that

10 the proposal does make it mandatory beyond 50 given those
11 provisions.

MR.
13

BICKWIT~

That is right.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Yes.

It says "The Board will

14_ grant leave to file additional interrogatories if it

15 determines that 1, 2 and 3.

So presurnab"ly if you so

16 determine on 1, 2 and 3, why i t will then grant it ..
17
18

COHMISSIONER AHEARNE:

MR. BICKWIT:

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

22

guess then the amount

adjitional is then at the discretion of the Board?

19

21

I

Excuse me?
The number of additional

would be at the discretion of the Board; is that correct?

MR. BICKWIT:

I don't think so.

It must grant

23 those additional interrogatories so long as it can continue
24

25

to makes these findings.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Right, but it has to
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continue to make that finding.·
2

MR. BICKWIT:

That is right, so there is no

3 discretion.
4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

MR. BICKWIT:

.6

I see.

Once it makes those findings with

respect to aach interrogatory the interrogatory must be

7 allowed.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

8

Well, say they ask for 100

9 more, 75 of which would not meet the finding.
10

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Then they don't get those.

11

MR. COTTER:

12

MR. ROSENTHAL:

13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Two interrogatories per contention.
Anything above 50
Yes.

Each individuall must

14 meet that.

MR. ROSENTHAL:

15

16 No.

3, which is not improvident.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

17
18

First you would have to look at

Right, but having met that

then each of the additional must meet 1 and 2.

19

MR. ROSENTHAL:

Than having determined that each

20 of the additional must meet 1 and 2.
21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

What turned out to be the

22 reason for not putting the "not improvident" standard up
23 under 1?

I

am sorry.

24

MR. BICKWIT:

25

(Laughter.)

I remember we discussed that.
As I remember, you capitulated.
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COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
2 of.

That is what I was afraid

It looked a lot better to me that way than this way,

3 but for purposes

~f

comment if I capitulated once I will

'

4 stay capitulated.
5

(Laughter.)

6

COMMISSIDNER BRADFORD:

Did I get anything in

7 return?

8

(Laughter:.)

9

MR. BICKWIT:

You got overall use.

10

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

11

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

12

Any objection to this going for comment?

13

( No r esp on se • )

14

CHAIRMAN

15 Commission

HENDRIE~

That is right, I

did.

An admirable rule.

I

rule it the sense of the

that i t go for: comment.

16

Three, "Motions to Compel Discovery."

17

MR. BICKWIT'

18 parallels Item

3 in

On page 15, which is the text that

the discussion, the reference should be

19 the 2.740(f).

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21

MR. BICKWIT:

22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

23

Page 15, No. 5.

24

Anything else?

25

(No response.)

Instead of (b)?

Instead of (b).
2740(f).
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CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

It seems reasonable enough to

2 s_upport the telephone company.
3

Any objections to this one for comment?

4

(No response.)

5

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

The sense of the Commission is

8 that it should go for comment.
7

Four, service.

8 this would permit a

Here where time is of the essence

Board to require service of documents by

9 express mail but to be required only in those proceedings
10 where it appears that construction of a

facility may be

11 finished prior, et cetera, et cetera, or other circumstances
12 where expedition is especially important.
13

Other language to keep the practice to a

14 reasonable irreducible minimum?
15

(No response.)

16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

17

(No response.)

18

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

19

( N.o response.)

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Discussion?

Any objection to including it?

Good.

Let us go for comment on

21 it.

22

Before I ask then for an overall vote on

23 publishing these proposed Part 2 rule changes for comment as
24 we have modified them here at the table, ·Len, this sua
25 sponte proposition of yours, does that enter here?

This'
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1

could be a possible No. 5 in this rule changes for comment?

2

MR. BICKWIT:

3

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

4

That is right.
Why don't we see how we stand.

Why don't you outline the 304-A paper and then we will see

5 where we stand.
6

MR.· BICKWIT:

At the conclusion Of the last

7 meeting the suggestion was made that there might be support
8

for an alternative version proposed rule on sua sponte, an

9 Option A/Option B type rule, where Option A was a 15-day
10

notification period and Option B was simply a notification

11

period without any time limit on the Commission.

12

In our discussions with the Commissioners it

13

became clear to us that there is not a majority for that

14

rule if we put out such a rule.

15

question of whether there might be a majority to support

That leaves us with the

16 some more modest proposal in which notification is made

17 mandatory when the sua sponte power is exercised either by
18 rule or by policy statement or by some less formal agreement

19 between the Boards and the Commission.

It is to those

20 possible outcomes that the paper is addressed.
21

We have divided up what we believe to be the

22 remaining =curses available to the Commission under possible
23 outcomes and possible means to achieve those outcomes.
24

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Let's see.

I thought the

25 last time Tony said that it was the ·practice of the Boards
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or in any case will be the practice of the Boards to issue
2 an order when the Board t~kes up a sua sponte issue and th~t

3 this order will be sent to the Commission.
4
5

Now, we didn't deal with the question of whether
the order would in fact make the finding required in the

6 rule.
7

MR. COTTER:

It is not clear that the rule

8 requires that it be in writing.

It says that that is the

9 standard whereby a sua sponte qu~stion is to be measured.

COMMISSIONER

10
11

It hasn't always been

.COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

13

Pardon me?
It has not always been

made in writing in the past.

15

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

16

MR. COTTER:

Why shouldn't it be?

In most instances it is made in the

17 sense that it is identified that one is a
18

~ade

in writing in the past.

12

14

BRADFORD~

Board question and

two is a serious question.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

19

It seems to me that such

20 an order could start with the findings saying that we regard
21 the following as a serious sa£ety issue or whatever the

22 exact words are in the rule and therefore decide to take it
23
24

up.
If that was the practice i t would seem to me that

25 the issue would have been dealt with satisfactorily.

The
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1

Commission will· have been informed and the Board will have

2 made the f ipding required by the rule.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Vic, do you see the finding

4 in your term being the statement or a reason for the
5 statement?
6

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

7

M~. SHAPAR:

8 here.

Just a statement.

I think there is a questi6n of fact

I have a memorandum dated June 1 that says we went

9 back and looked to see whether or not based on our review of
10 the cases the Board modified before the Board was in fact
11 id~ntifying

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

12
13

Yes, but the important

thing is what we are ·going to do from now on.
MR. SHAPAR:

14
15

a sua sponte issue as a sua sponte issue.

Well, I think we have two questions

which I thought you referred tol

No. 1, are they

16 identifying it at all based on what we are doing now; and

17 No. 2, are they making the findings?
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

18

Yes, but the important

19 thing is what the practice is going to be from now on.
20
21

MR. ROSENTHAL:

Was your proposal that at the time

they specifically indicate that they are raising a

22 particular question that they would also give their reasons
23 for concluding that this is a
24 problem?

potenti~lly

serious safety

Because, if not, I don't see how the Commission is

25 going to be able to make an

~nformed

judgment assuming, as I
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a•, that the Commission is calling upon the Boards to issue
2 these formal findings, or whatever you want to call them,
3 and not simply to increase the paperwork but to give the
4 Commission an opportunity to step in.
5

So I would think that the Commission would want

6 the Board to provide some explanation, not necessarily a
7 lengthy exegesis, but some explanation as to why in its
8 judgment this question does warrant sua sponte consideration
9 under the standard that is set forth in 2.760.
10

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

11 thought about that very much.

I must say I haven't

I was thinking more in terms

12 of making sure the point got flagged here.

It may be that

13 one wants to say more.
14

MR. ROSENTHAL:

I can just tell you that even

15 without a Commission directive, speaking just for a Board
16 that I was sitting on, I would darn well would want to put
17 forth before the Commission the reasons that I had reached
18 that conclusion and, as I say, I would fhink the Commission
19 would want that if i t is going to really seriously go about
20 the business of passing judgment on the Board's exercise of
21 that authority.
22

MR. COTTER:. If I understand Howard's description

23 of what it is that you have done in the three cases that he
24 has said fall into the rubric, it is not clear to me from
25 the lanqua;re in that paragraph 3 that you were raising sua
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1 sponte questions.
2

If it understand the way that is phrased, it says

3 that you discussed your authority and that what you were
4 doinq was ma king sure that there was sufficient evidence on
~o

5 the record

permit the Board to determine whether any
I

6 serious safety or environmental matters existed now.
7

Is that a sua sponte question?

8

MR. SHAPAR:

I think those three cases in question

9 I think Alan and I agree, and tell me if I am wrong, were
10 sua sponte •.
11

MR. ROSENTHAL:

12 missiles in. North Anna.
13 initiative.

Yes.

One example was turbine

ie raised it on our own

I mean, none of the parties had raised it.

14 Now, in our first level we did not say that we were going to
15 go into an evidentiary hearing or anything else.
16 staff, we are concerned about this.

We said,

Now you tell us whether

17 in effect our concern is justified and provide information
18 which will allow us to make .that judgment and then we were
19 off to the races.
20

I would have said that in that case we had

21 exercised our equivalent to 2.760(a) when we first told the
22 staff to

~ripply

us with information on that question whether

23 or not we subsequently carried through to the extent that we
24 did and held an evidentiary hearing.
25

MB. SHAPAR:

Agreed.
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1.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I would think that it would

2 be necessacy at a minimum, and as you know I would prefer
3 that 15-day, but if we
4

guida~ce

~o

forwaid with some kind of a

to the Boards to issue an order and to make the

5 finding, to me making the finding would have to carry with
6 it an explanation of why because I would agree with Alan
7 that just having the order in front of us saying that the

8 Board has said that there is a serious issue and so
9 therefore they are raising this question doesn't enable me
10

11

to decide whether or not I want to do anything.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIEi

It certainly notifies-the

12 Commission in a way that is fairly easy to pick up or fairly
13

easy for the Counsel's office to sort out, but it seems to

14 me that you are right, that it does leave you then saying,
15 well, okay, now in order to make the next step in the
16 counsel's office for a recommendation to the Commission the
17 question is going to be why.
18

I guess I would agree that

some brief outline of the reason would be very helpful in

19 the initial document.
20

MR. COTTER:

One of the practical difficulties

21 that you are going to run into first is that it is clear in
22 the case of the Appeal Board where they get a closed record

23 if they ask a question on something that is not in the
24 record it has to be a sua sponte question.

In other words,

25 it is easily identifiable.
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In a Licensing Board proceeding i t seems to me
2 that as a practical matter you ·are going to run into
3 differences of opinion.

For example, I think the staff

4 recently argued that the Licensing Board's inquiry into a
5 matter amounted to an exercise of sua sponte authority and
6 the Board did not see it that way and, as I recall, the
7 Appeal Board agreed with the Licensing Board.
So you are going to have to distinguish between

8

9 this ianguage which the Executive Legal Director uses in
10

describing sufficient evidence on the record to permit the

11

Board to make its 1ecision and distinguish that kind of a

12 situation where it may be something like simply refining an
13

inquiry from those situations where in fact it is making a

14

new inquiry into a matter which is not in contention between

15

the parties or among the parties.
MR. SHAPAR:

16

But in any event the Hearing Board

17 would be making the decision based on its best judgment and
18

for the Commission to do what it saw fit thereafter.

19

no problem with letting the Hearing Board use its own

I have

20 discretion based on the standard that the Commission
21 articulate and I don't see the need for anything more formal

22 than that.
23

If Tony's point is that Hearing Boards may differ

24 about this or individual members of the Hearing Board may
25 differ, sure, but they make the decision and it is either
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Then
based
.

1 communicated to the Commission or it is not.

.

2 upon OGC monitoring of the situation ·further action may or
3 may not be required in the future.

I don't see why
'·

4 everyb.ody can't live with that kind of a system.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

5

a

I guess we have both gone

full circle and in opposite directions.
MR. SHAPAR:

7

Only in response to that it is

8 settled.
9

(Laughter.)

10

MR. SHAPAR:

11

(Laughter•)

12

MR. SHAPAR:

13 limited point.

Only one of 9s has.

I am only responding to Tony's

I still believe that the 15-day requirement

14 to give the Commission turnaround time to decide whether it,
15 the

feelin~

that there is a genuine issue, feels that the

16 only way to resolve it is to have the Hearing Board hear it
17 in an open session or are there other ways of handling it
18 like giving it to the ACRS or if it is something they want
'

19 to engage in rulemaking or something else they have that

20 flexibility.
21

If you don't have the 15-day rule you really don't

22 have that kind of a system and the Commission doesn't enjoy
23 that kind of flexibility.
24

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

How much can happen in 15

25 days as a practical matter?
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·e

1

MR. SHAPAR:

r·or this kind of an issue I think i t

2 is plenty of time.
3

MR. COTTER:

Back.before the 15 days the question

4 is going to be is it a sua sponte question or is it not a
5 sua sponte queation.

The proposal is that through this

6 notification system the Co.mmission is going to have to make

7 that kind of a decisioi if it is not identified as a sua
8 sponte question and somebody else alleges that it is.
9

MR. SHAPAR:

But if the Commission doesn't act the

10 Board goes ahead and hears it.
11

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Wait.

Back up a step.

The

12 Board has a question that it wants to raise.
13

MR. COTTER:

In connecti6n with an existing

14 content ion.
15

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Well, clearly if the Board

16 regards it as a new issue which a party hasn't raised but
17 the Board thinks ought to be considered
18

MR. COTTER:

19

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Yes.
why under Vic's proposal

20-that would be clear enough that they would issue an order
21 saying that we want to look at this.

Then the question

22 whether they explain their reasons remains yet to be settled.
23

Now, suppose they raise a question in connection

24 they believe with a matter already in contention and it is
25 the Board's judgment that it i§ not an exercise of their sua
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1 sponte power to raise an issue that hasn't been raised but
2 is a part of sorting out a matter that has already before
3 them.

In that case they don't issue an order because they

4 don't think it is a sua sponte matter.
5

Now, other parties, the staff, the applicant and

6 the intervening parties may think i t is.

Now somebody tell

7 me what happens then.
8

MR. SHAPAR:

Well, there is no way to

9 interlocutory appeaL but you can ask the Appeal Board to use
10 its reserve authority to rule otherwise.
11

HR. ROSENTHAL:

Oh, come now.

We have got enough

12 to do without getting into the question as to whether a
13 particular question raised by the Licensing Board is or is
14 not sufficiently tied to a question that has already been
15 raised.

It seems to me that you have to leave that to the

16 Board's judgment.

Now, the Board may call some close ones

17 in a manner which differs from the way in which the parties
18 would have called it.or the Commission would have called it.
19

I think if you are not prepared to trust the

20 Board's judgment on those close matters, then it doesn't
21 seem to me that you are in a position to trust them to hold
22 a hearing at
23

~11.

MR. SHAPAR:

The practical matter is that if it is

24 a particularly egregious example, we indeed could ask the
25 Appeal Board, and it would be used very rarely, if at all,
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1

to use their reserve authority.

2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

3 would go_ with Alan.

I think that basically

we

You end up_ depending upon the Board in

4 the first place because they have the authority right now
5 and we could say the authority should be looked at a little
6 more carefully.

But as far as thfs decision of whether it

7 is or is·not I would leave it up to the Board's judgment.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

8

That seems to deal with your

9 concern.
MR. COTTER:

.10
11

of it.

I was discussing the practicalities

I have not of course changed my violent opposition

12 to it as I

laid out in my May 21 memo.

13

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Right.

14

(Laughter.)

15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Gee, I thought you were

16 coming around.
17

(Laughter.)

18

MR. COTTER:

19

( Laughter. )

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

You may get me but I won't give up.

If the majority were to be

21 inclined t~ward this sort of a proposition as a

signaling

22 mechanism to help the counsel in keeping track of these
23 things and calling such instances to the attention of the
24

Co~mission

for wh1tever the Commission might want to do

25 about it, what do people think of the proposition that there
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ought to be at .least some restatement 0£ the Board's reasons?
2

John has already said he thinks either you are

3 going to have to have that in the original piece of paper or
~you

are going to have to ask for it or otherwise you don't

5 have much guidance for any possible review.

I guess I would

6 agree with that?
1

Vic?

8

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well, i t seems reasonable

9 to ask for a brief summary statement.

I

think as a

10 practical matter you wouldn't knock out one of these issues
11 without having our staff look at it. ·So I think what you
12 need is some indication of reasoning which is sufficient to
13 explore the thing.

That is what we are talking about ~nd I

14 think i t makes sense.
15

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

16

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

17

wasn~t

~as

Yes, I agree with that.

I

sure what you mean by saying it was part of the

18 proposition.
19

Peter?

That is, it would seem to me that that really

the proposition and that the Board would issue such a

20 statement at the time it took something up.and we .would then
21 pick up on that.
22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

23 saying we

~re

B~t

in ~ddition you are just

taking it up because we think it is important

24 because at least in summary form it would help the rest of
25 us see why they thought so and wanted to take it up.
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COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

2

3 run on this?

But you don't want a time to

You wouldn't put a tLme on it?

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

4

Fine.

I wouldn't.

I think i t

5 introduces an incumbering element which I think oughtn't to
6 be there.

I am just not sure how it is going to_ work.

7 may end up

ha~ing

effects opposite to those intended.

You
It

8 seems to me that this approach really captures what we were
9 trying to do which is to make sure that the Commission is
10 aware of these. issues being taken up by the Board and has an
11 opportunity to de2l with them.
12

don't think are going to

13

MR. ROSENTHAL:

A few days running by I

What do you mean by a .few days?

14 What I with all due respect envisio·n is that a Board issues
15 this order and 60 or 90 days later the Commission may decide
16 it has been busy and it has been dealing with other matters
17 and that it wants to step in and tell the Board to pul.l the·
18 plug.

I am not going to repeat what I had to say at the

19 last meeting, but I just want to say that I think in
20 fairness
21

to the Board there has to be a time limit and it

has to be short.

I think an open-ended period of time is

22 grossly unfair to the adj ud.ica tory bo:trd.
23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

The fact is that the

24 Commission wants to step in right now.
25

MR. ROSENTHAL:

Well, I appreciate that, but it is
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not a question of the Commission•s authority.
2 Commission plainly has the authority.

The

It is a question of

3 how the Commission should exercise its authority in a manner
4 which is fair to the people that are on the firing line in
5 these cases which is the ad]udicatory board.
6

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

As a practical matter I

7 think that consideratin is going to arise every time, and
8 that is it is inconceivable to me that 200 days after the
9 Board made a decision to take something up sua sponte that
10 the Commission would

re~ch

in and say, no, no, that wasn't

11 what we wanted, hearings having been concluded and the
12 decision made in writing.

But I am not sure that there is

13 some number of days like 15, 18 or 20 that we ought to write
14 down as being the target because· it doesn't seem to me as
15 among small numbers of days one can be all that precise.
16

CO!HISSIONER GILINSKY:

Actually, Alan, you were

17 saying 60 days because the Commission was busy.

Well, if

18 the Commission is busy and you have a 15-day deadling it is
19 going to extend that deadline.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

He is much kinder.

Let•s

21 say that the normal procedure for getting the Commission to
22 address an issue is characteristically 60 to 90 days.
23

MR. ROSENTHAL:

My concern is this, that a Board

24 puts this order out and its anticipation is that the parties
25 will address

th~s

question with some expedition.

Indeed,
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the Commission wouldn't want otherwise, particularly with
2 all this emphasis that is now being put on expediting the
3 entire process.
Now, you would find quite.frequently a-party that

4

5 thinks, my goodness, the Board is way out in left field on
6 that and we are just confident that the Commissioners are
7 going to lop his head off.

·a
~

You are going to see, even if i t

is subconscious, feet dragging in the hope that at some
point the

Cornmissio~

will step in there and tell the Board

10 that i t is to cut the inquiry off.

I think this is an

11 inevitable consequence so long as the parties are aware that
12 the Commission is monitoring these things and is obtaining
13 the advice of the General Counsel and perhaps the advice of
14 OPE.
15

Now, if i t turns out over the course of several

16 years that in practice the Commission never steps in, then
17 that will I assume evaporate as a problem.
18th~

But at least in

shake-down stage when i t isn't clear how active the

19 Commission is going to be in this review of the exercise of
20 sua sponte authority I think this is a real problem.
21

I appreciate, Vic, the fact that you don't want to

22 see a time limit put i t , and if I were in your seat I
23 wouldn't either.

But I think you also have to consider this

24 from the perspective of the Boards and their dealing with
25 the parties.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

1

As you know, I remain in

2 favor of 15 days.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

3

If we deal with this other

4 than in a rule, it seems to me that we can set ourselves a

5 schedule and just ,agree that we will deal with these
6 questions fairly quickly.

If you really don't thirik that we

7 can deal with anything in less than 60 days i t is not going

8 to

~elp

to have any sort of a 15-day rule anyway.

9

Somehow this whole thing has gotten turned around

10 to us putting an imprimature on these issues.
11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

No, no, no.

You are the

12 only one who has been raising that as the fear that if we
13'let is pass we have approved the issue.
14

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

That doesn't mean that it

15 isn't right.
16

(Laughter.)

17

MR. ROSENTHAL:

As the Supreme Court frequently

18 reiterates or individual Justices thereof the fact that if
19 there is not a grant of certiorari in a particular case that
20 the Supreme Court does not take the case does not mean that
21 the Supreme Court is endorsing the decision below.
22 the Supreme Court has

d~cided

All that

is that i t isn't worth

23 reviewing.
24

It seems to me that the same implication and

25 nothing more should be present here, that the

Comm~ssion
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1 just decided that i t isn't worth stepping in and doing
2 something about it.

It doesn't necessarily follow that the

3 Commission would have done the same thing if it had been the
4 adjudicatory board.
5

MR. COTTER:

Actually you should make clear though

6 that the Supreme Court does not reach down into the middle
7 of hearings and when it is deciding not to review something
8 it is after the case is closed •.
9

MR. ROSENTHAL:

10 the rule.

It is not a parallel.

Nothing in this area has to be in

As I say, I am just very concerned that if i t is

11 open-ended that everybody is going to be sitting there
12 wondering whether the Commission is going to step in and, if
13 so, when.

I just think that is destructive of the process

14 and I think it is particularly destructive of the
15 Commission's objective to get these cases moving.
16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

I must say I feel the same way.

17

Peter?

18

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Well, I wouldn't put it in

19 a rule but I am thinking a little about whether there is
20 anything

t~

be said for notifying the Boards is the

21_Commission decides not to step in.

There does need to be

22 some understanding of the period of time after which the
23 Commission isn't going to step in and take it away from the
24 Boards.

I think that is right.

It may be that the

25 restlessness is caused more by the tightness cf the 15

·9
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1 days.

2

On the other hand, when you start loosening it up

-

3 for most cases then you run right into Alan's problem again,
-4 and that is if we start using 30 or 60-day numbers then we
5 are putting a proceeding on ice for 30 or 60 days.
6

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY1

W~ll,

this situati6n

7 wouldn't be any different th~n it is right now.

8

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9

MR~

ROSENTHAL:

That is the other point.

It is that the Commission will

10 step in now.
11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well, we haven't stepped

12 in yet except the Commission is sitting here rubbing its

13.hands.
14

(Laughter.)

15

MR. ROSENTHAL:

Up to this point when a Board has

16 raised a guestion of sua sponte the parties had no reason
17 not to jump to it because they had no reason .to assume that
18 the Commission would step in.· The Commission hasn't been
19 evincing any intecest in exercising that implicit authority
20 which it possesses.

Now the situation has changed;

21 Board is putting out orders and

The

the General Counsel is going

22 to be reviewing them and presumably the General Counsel is
23 going to be making recommendations to the Commissioners.
24 it is a completely different ball game under this new
25 proposal.
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e
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1

MR. SHAPAR:

If you decide to go for the 15 days

2 or whatever period you go for to go that route I

would

3 recommend that you do put that in the rules or at least in
I

4 Appendix A to Part 2 which is your statement of policies and
5 procedures, the reason being that anybody who deals with the
6 Commission ought to be able to find what his procedures

ar~

7 in one place and not have in effect a secret body of law or
8 semi-secret body of law so that only people who are really
9 familiar with the process can find their way around doing
10 business with the NRC.
11

CHAIRRAN HENDRIE:

I thought that was the whole

12 basis for the practicing of your profession, Howard.
13

(Laughter.)

14

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

We may destroy a great American

15 industry here.
16

(Laughter.)

17

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Let me hold for a bit on the

18 question then of a cut-off time and how one manages to avoid
19 tying a proceeding up with uncertainty as to what the
20 Commission may or may not do and ask what would be the
21 inclination here with regard to options like rule change
22 policy statements and voluntary actions by Boards, or at
23 least. partially voluntary actions by Boards?
24

Howard says it ·ought to be in the rules so

25 everybody =an see it and understand it.

There may also on
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1 the other side of the argument be more ·flexibility if it
2 were a policy statement or just an agreement with the Boardsc
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I guess I would feel that

4 if we do go to the 15 days or whatever period and a
5 of review time by the Commission, then I

period

think that ought to

6 be in the rule because that would be an explicit hold time

7 before the event would have to take place.
~

If the Board will now issue an order in which a

8

9 brief summary of their reason for making the finding is
10 located, I would think that the Commission just issuing a
11 directive to the Chairman of the Licensing Board would
12 suffice.
13

COMM'ISSIONER GILINSKY:

I think that is right.

14

COMMISSIONER

I think that is right,

15 too.
16

BRADFORD~

Let's see, I come at this from the perspective that we

have put aside a number of more formal propositions ranging

17 all the way from doing away with

the sua sponte authority

18 down to the one we are talking about now.

I am going on the

19 assumption that this is not going to make a massive
20 difference to the system and that there are going to be few,
21 if any, cases where we actually do step in.

I think that is.

22 why I am not much drawn toward the need to put a specific
23 number of days on it as Alan has suggested.
24

If I thought this was something that we were going

25 to be doing with a·ny frequency at all, then I would feel
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that we had to have a number of days.

The reason I find

2 myself agreeing with Vic is that I just don't see a sua
3 sponte system changing dramatically or at all as a result of
4 this activity.

If the OGC review shows to the contrary,

5 then I think we will have to step in and put day limit on
6 it, btit for the moment I just don't think it is needed.
7

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

If we went the informal route

8 for which the three of you are inclined one could also
·9 address to the General Counsel a general instruction that
10 barring, you knOWi some special circumstances the Commission
11 would like to have back a recommendation of review or no
12 review in some pretty timely way.
13

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

14

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

That is fine.

I would expect that there would

15 not be all that many occasions on which the Commission would
16 in fact want to review a Board decision to take up an
17 issue.

First of all, the practice at least thus far hasn't

18 been exercised at all that often and I think with some
19 reasonable judgment on the Boards' parts.
20

Now, if we ask Tony then to have Boards where they

21 exercise the sua sponte power memoralize it in an order with
22 a brief explanation of why and we asked Len's office as
23 these things turn up to please take a ,speedy look at it and
24 have a recommendation to us that, you know, you agree the
25 Board seems to have appropriate reason or otherwise if you
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--

1 feel that way and then get that up in a relatively few days,
2 ten days.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Fine.
Well, let's see, they will

5 only be in touch with our technical staffs.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

6

I guess so, but the technical

7 staff they will have to be in touch with is QBE and it

8 not as though they

have to go to Bethesda and chase down the

9 expert in some esoteric field.
10

is

They can't talk to those

people anyhow.

11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I

wasn't raising a

12 question about your schedule.
13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

14

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

The process.
I wasn't sure the lawyers

15 were the only ones that ought to be involved in this.
16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I assume that the counsel's

17 office works OPE every chance they get.
18

(Laughter.)

19

MR. BICKWIT:

That is a fair account of the

20 sit ua ti on.
21

CHAIRMAN. HENDRIE:

22 to so instruct them.

And I didn't feel it necessary

But, at any rate, that is a

23 proposition which as I listened to the discussion on the
24 table seems to me might carry a majority.
25

Before I ask you to say if that indeed is the
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1 case, let me ask for opinions on
2 is a net benefit.or

~

~hether

su6h a proposition

net drag on the system.

The benefits

3 are that it signals to the Commission when the power is
4 being used and the Commission then can, if it chooses,
5 decree some other approach.
6

In terms of Commission oversight. of the

7 adjudicatory process in connection particularly with Boards'
8 exercise of sua sponte powers that ~resumably counts as a
9 benefit at least from this side of the table.
10

On the other side is the proposition that it may

11 very well, as Alan notes,

~articularly

in the first year or

12 twor slow down proceedings a bit as parties lay back and
13 hope or wait for the Commission to tescue them from the need
14 to prepare testimony and so on on an issue that was not
15 otherwise proceeding and indeed even if we get very brisk
16 recommendations from Len, why there is still a period of a

17 couple of weeks in which parties

~ould

reasonably

h~ve

hope.

18 that they wouldn't have to ta=kle the issue.
19

20 there
21

So, you know, I think there is little way to avoid
bein~

at

some drag on the system.

le~st

MR. SHAPAR:

But in a very short time people will

22 be able to count noses and that drag will =ontinue.
23

MR. COTTER:

Maybe you should be making the report

24 for both boards and then they would only have one report and
25 you could report to the Commission when you thought a sua
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1

sponte question was being asked.

2

MR. SHAPAR:

No, I think the General Counsel

3 should do it.
4

MR. COTTER:

5 Counsel.

It is your proposal and you would be most familiar

Well, you could report to the General

6 with it and know when it was taking place.
7

MB. SHAPAR:

I think everybody would reject that.

8

MR. COTTER:

I wouldn't.

9

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

10
11

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:
make it worthwhile?

I would reject it.

So do we get enough

~enef it

to

What do you think?

12

MR. SHAPAR:

13

MR. ROSENTHAL:

14

(Laughter.)

15

MR. COTTER:

16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

17

MR. MALSCH:

18

(La ugh te r. )

19

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

20

I would propose it.

Yes.
would drop it.

I

No.

Do you want to vote, Marty?

No.

Was that a vote or a

desire not to?

21

MR. BICKWIT:

22

(Laughter.)

23

MR. BICKWIT:

24

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Let me discuss it with him first.

Yes.
What 1o we think down this side

25 of the table?
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1

Peter?

2

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I think it is worth it if

3 for no other reason than a bunch of questions have been
4 raised about this authority and it gives us a chance to
5 appraise it and decide for ourselves whether in fact it is
6 being utilized to the kinds of problems beyond John's point
7 about how sua

~ponte

8 licensing process.

ought to work out in terms of a
I don't see how we can really appraise

9 that without having taken a look at how it is playing itself
10 out in practice.
11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

12

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

I think. it makes sense.
I would have preferred the

13 15 days but in the absence I think this enough.
14

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

You think this still has enough

15 positive elements.
16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'

17

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Yes.
With an explanatory

18 paragraph.
19

KR. ROSENTHAL:

I take it your intention is thjat

20 it would apply to the Appeal Boards· as well.

As you said it

21 before just a few minutes ago it was in the context of
22 licensing boards.
23

MR. COTTER:

That has been the target.

24

(Laughter.)

25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Actually, Tony, we have been
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trying to get to Alan all this time.
2

(Laughter.)

3

KR. ROSENTHAL:

4 agenda.

That is right. ·It is a hidden

In any event, we will regard it as applying to us

5 as well.
6

CHAIBMAN HENDRIE:

Yes.

Well, I guess for myself

7 it is not so clear to me that it is in fact net benefit.
8 But I will go with three Commissioners who think on balance
9 that.we ought to try it.

I don't have any strong reasons to

10 think that the negative side is predominant.

Good.

I will

11 .vote for it, too.
12

Now, what we have decided then is that this is

13 what we will do.

It will not be a rule change so it is not

14 part of that proposed Part 2 rule changes for comment.
15

What instrument shall we use?

16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I think Len should write

17 something which you would sign on behalf of the Commission
18 to the Chairmen of the Boards.
19

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

20 suggestion, John.

Well, I was going to make a

I must say it didn't

se~m

to me, since we

21 have just issued a policy statement to the Boards about
22 licensing

~atters

that I wanted to issue a policy

23 statement.
24

I wonder what you think of seeing if we can get

25 Len to draft this with help as he needs it and it could go
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as a Secretary's memorandum reflecting the sense of the
2 Commission's discussion and decision here.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

That is fine.

That is about the lowest, Sam,

5 without degrading --6

(Laughter:.)

7

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I

realize I was about to say

8 derogatory things about your
9
10

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

You meant to say lowest

key, didn't you.

11

(Laughter.)

12

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Lowest key •. Thank you very

13

much.

That is about the lowest key proposition that we have

14

in written form and it seems to me that that low key

15 approach is commensurate with the sentiments of the
16 discussion here.
17

Good.

MR. CHILK:

So let's us please do that.

You started to have an overall vote on

18 311-A.
19

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I am about to

go

back to that.

20 I look along the table and find no disagreement among my
21 colleagues on the point just raised, so let's go on.

22

I have asked Len to do the principal drafting to

23 assist you, Sam.
24

(Laughter. )

25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

~---

Frankly, since it looked to me
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1 .like he was listening most closely than you were •.
2

(Laughter.)

3

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Now, back then to 311-A.

The

4 sua sponte matter we have just disposed of is not part of
5 the proposed rule for comment.
The 311-A paper we have scanned through section by

6

7 section and agree1 to.

I will ask you to·]oin me in voting

8 to publish those four changes as laid out here and amended
9 at the table as a proposed set of rule changes for comment.

10

Those ·in favor?

11

(Chorus of Ayes.)

12

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Done.

So that one .can go back

13 in the file at least for a while.

Now, let me take up that hearing schedule of which

14

15 I have the

1e

l~test

one which is dated June 1st.

one that I haven't had a

chan~e

It is

o~ly

to look.at so I will need

17 your help to scan t_hrough it.
18

We had a May 26th schedule and I didn't do too

19 well on that one either I am afraid.
20

MR. COTTER:

There is no really significant change

21 except that June 1 is in response to BLD comments.

The base

22 schedule is simply an indication of the 30 odd events that
23 have to take place and trying to

p~t

them in some

24 chronological relationship within the ten-month framework.
25 I

think the really only significant difference is the
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1 calling fcir an early prehearing conference so that they can

2 get the parties narrowing things down and specifying matters
3 such as the Board's scheduling of negotiations among the
4 parties and identifying Item 20,

when the settlement

5 conference will take place.
6

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Have you had a reasonable

7 chance to discuss this with various members of the Panel so
8 that it reflects, how would I put it, some sort of
9 approximate consensus of the Boar1 Chairmen and at least the
10

permanent members·that you have been able to talk to as a

11 doable proposition and sort of the average OL case, if there
12 were such an animal?
13

MR. COTTER:

Yes, that is correct.

There is no

14

indication of course in some cases.

We would assume that

15

there would be a limitation on interrogatories and there is

16 only, for example, one indication of a

17 additional interrogatories.

request for

Presumably that could work

18

itself into repetitious motions for pleadings with

19

additional requests.

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21 schedule like this,

why we

In looking at a prototype
~11

have to

re~ognize

that any of

22 this could hypothesize circumstances in any particular case

23 which would result in more hurrah than is reflected here,
24 but the hope is that this takes reasonable account across
25 some sort of average cases since the purpose is for
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1 scheduling down the line of a large number of cases for

2 scheduing staff reviews.
3

I don't think i t is reasonable, on the one hand,

4 to schedule those staff reviews for unduly optimistic

5 hearings, but, on the other hand, I think if you try to
6 schedule the staff reviews on the basis of the absolute
7 worst case in each hearing, why you, you know, amplify the
8 staff's resource problems in getting their work done very
9 greatly.
10

Can anybody who has had a chance to scan this tell

11 me what I

ought to be looking at in particular?

12

Howard, you can comments on May 26th.

13

MR. SHAPAR:

Those were minor comments and Tony

14 has adjusted to most of them.

I

don't have anr real quarrel

15 with the schedule except for one issue I
16

want to flag for

you and th2t is the amount of time for the granting of the

17 initial decision after the last proposed findings have been
18

in.

19

(Laughter.)

20

HR. SHAPAR:

I think there are two things you

21 really ought to look at in trying to work your way through

22 this.

Your current rules recommend 35 days for a projected

23 case.

The memorandum I originally sent you indicated the

24 number of times the boards actually have been taking.
25 is no apparent correlation that we can see between the
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1

difficulty of the case and the amount of time it takes to

2 write the decision.

This schedule calls for 65 days.

In my

3 opinion it is too long.
4
5

MR. ROSENTHAL:

In my opinion it is too short and

so we equal out.

6

(Laughter.)

7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Do you think it is as extra

8 short as he believes i t is extra long?

MR. ROSENTHAL:

9

Well, I don't know.

His view is

10 that the staff files it proposed findings and the Board
11

simply puts a sign of approval on them and issues them and

12 that can take 15 minutes.
13

(Laughter.)

14

MR. SHAPAR:

15

KR. ROSENTHAL:

16

MR. SHAPAR:

17

(Laughter.)

18

MR. COTTER: .You have to wait an awfully long time

19

That is low comedy and it is not true.
All right, half an hour.

That is particularly low comedy.

for the filings.

20

(Laughter.)

21

MR. ,SHAPAR:

Besides, let Tony fight his own

22 battles.
23

(Laughter.)

24

MR. ROSENTHAL:

. 25 one that has to review

th~

It is my, battle because I am the
licensing board decisions and not
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you.
2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Tony suggested a shorter

3 period of time for the findings to go out.
4
5 type.

MR. COTTER:

Howard is not really the grateful

You know, I ended up extending the time for his staff

6 to file its findings and now he is trying to take --7

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

He wants to get it back from

8 you.

MR. COTTER:

9

No, I extended it for him.

CHAIRMAN -HENDRIE:

10

I know, but it is trying to get

11 that time back on the hearing.
12

C Laughter.)

13

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

That seems reasonable to me.

What is a reasonable time

14 period?
MR. SHAPAR:

15

16 days.
17

The present Commission guidance, 35

~~/I~:
~:

Now, is that because you feel that

18 the Commission guidance --19

MR. SHAPAR:

It.is based on what I think can be

20 done and it is based on what I feel is the real world
21 situation.

Remember this is a model.

22 bind anybody.

It is not

~ntended

to

But if you are looking for an average time or

23 a reasonable time based upon, you know, a case in which you
24 have one month of hearing.

Remember it is the operating

25 license stage we are focusing on now.

I wouldn't want to
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1 complicate·

th~

matter by talking about the CP

2 of review is different.

w~ere

the kihd

We are talking about the operating

3 license.
4

5
6

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
ltC~ntested

Why does the schedule say

CP" on the top?
MR. SHAPAR: ·But I am

7 issue-on the OL case.
8 discussion.

~ocusing

this particular

I have tried to narrow it for this

Remember at the OL case you can anything from

9 one unimportant issue to 30 or 40 or 50 significant issues.
10 So coming out with an average is veoy difficult.
11

What I think you are trying to do here is to send

12 a signal and I don't see the signal to send at this time is
13 to raise the 35 days which you now have in tour guidance.
14

MR. ROSENTHAL:

15 ridiculous.

I think the 35 days is

With all due respect to the Commission we put

16 that in some years ago.
17 figure is very tight.

It does seem to me that the 65 day
I don't see anything wrong with it in

18 there as guidance, but it does seem to me that even though
19 this is simply for guidance that the figures in here ought
20 to bear some resemblance to reality.

I think anything short

21 of 65 days would not bear any resemblance to reality.
22
.23

MR. SHAPAR:

Even though in a third of the cases

they were made in the 35 days based on the figures we dug up.

24

MR.

25

(Laughter.)

C~TTER~

Your figures are so unreliable.
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1

MR. COTTER:

You end up with a complete

2 misrepresentation in the last sentence.
3 Hills took 600 days to decide

it~

You say that Blue

Blue Hills, the last

4 paper was filed on January 23, 1981, and it was out within
5 90 days.

I beg to take responsibility for 30 of those

d~ys

6 because it was given to me to look at but I couldn't.because
7 I had to come down here and listen to you talk about 35 days
8 for

writin~

a decision.

9

(Laughter.)

10

MR. SHAPAR:

11 pursuing that.

I don't think there is much point in

It was handled in 600 days and you have made

12 a misleading statement to the Commission.
13

14 a motion.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Joe, if you will entertain

I haven't spent very much time going over the

15 earlier ones and never mind the June 1st.

While I can agree

16 that we need a document that states the total number of days
17 for staff planning purposes, we might even do that on
18 concurrent sheets attached to this.thing.

I don't think we

19 are going to do much more by thrashing the individual
20 numbers of days per item here.
21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Tony, correct me if I am

22 wrong, but I think you have already told the Boards that you
23 expect a ten-moriths schedule to come out.
24

MR. COTTER:

That is correct.

25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I would agree with Peter.
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1 I vould be interested in knowing his analysis.

Of course

2 realistically I don't place much credence in trying to
3 construct a very
4

detail~d

schedule for these steps.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

5 to bear some

rel~tion

Nevertheless i t says it ought

to practicality and. the realities of

6 the situation.
7

As it breaks down it takes four and a half months

8 to get into the hearing and that is not out of line with
9 from the commentary I got at lunch.

Forty days in the

10 hearing and 120 thereafter.
11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Why don't you apply the

12 same approach being proposed for the waste

~epository.

Just

13 look at the overall standards •.
14

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Use the systems approach?

15

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

That is right and not look

16 at the individual --17

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

18

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

19 the Commission
20

At the subsets.
That is right, at least at

level.··~

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

In fact, I don't know that it

21 does us a great deal of good to thrash individual increments
22 of time on the schedule.

What I guess I wanted to be sure

23 qf and at least tantatively am was that this schedule does
24 bear some relation to reality and as a sort of average
25 schedule to be usad for the staff report scheduling purposes
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1

is a reasonable one.

2

Now, Howard has commented on it and although he

3 thinks we could whittle some days out of the Board's
4 decision writing time; nevertheless he doesn't,· you know,
5 say that step 10 is going to take three times as long and so

6 on.
Your argument about how long it ought to take to

7

8 write a decision on average is neither here nor there with
9 regard to your earlier comment that you thought it was
10

doable in a reasonable average schedule.

11

MR. SHAPAR:

That is correct._

12

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

You have consulted with members

13

of the panel and talked it over and obviously we are

14

pressin'g toward a shorter average schedule as is reasonable

15

he.re but you tell me that Boai:d members think for that

16

mythical average case it is a practical schedule.

17

that is tha sort of proposition I was looking for and I

18

guess I

19

here and three days there.

I

think

would propose to go and whittle away on two days
This is not that kind of an

20 object.
21

We could leave it for a notational vote, Peter,

22 but unless you think you have some disagreement with
23 it, I was just trying to ask for Commission agreement that
24 we use this.
25

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Well, I don't know

whe~her
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1 I have a disagreement with it or not at this point.

What I

2 was really askirig for was that you not close ort it this
3 afternoon.

I have been putting off the schedule until I saw

4 the end of the road in all these individual pieces.
5

CHAIRMAN

6

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

HENDRIE~

7 with putting it off.

Okay.
I would certainly

go

along

I find myself in much closer agreement

8 with Vic's point 1nd I think I will end up feeling that it
9 would be appropriate for the Commission to say, and it could
10 go into this same SRM type of thing, that we believe
11 approximately this many months is the right time frame for
12 the Board to be working on.
13

Tony has proposed this schedule and Tony could

14 give that to his Board Chairmen and say here is in his view
15 what the approximate way of meet that is.
16

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I agree with that, too.

17

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

18

Now, the one last thing since we have gone briskly

Okay.

19 along this afternoon that we might whittle on was your
20 proposition, Vic, that Len ought to be prepare a memo on the
21 role of the staff.

I guess it is fair to ask if there are

22 other Commissioners that would like to see that.
23

24 sure.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I would like to definitely,

I would definitely like to see a memo on the role of

25 the staff, particularly if that memo

~ould

also incorporate
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-

1 what the role of the hearing is.
2

(Laughter.)

3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Because I

don't see how you

4 can really address the rol.e of the staff without
5 underst~nding
6

what the role of the hearing is.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

You wanted me to raise this

7 question, Len, and you can see it is getting you in trouble.
8

MR. BICKWIT:

9

(Laughter.)

10

11 question.
12

Maybe we ought to stop right here.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I

~hink

it is a

ve~y

good

What is the role of the staff?
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

In the interest of getting

13 the staff role question addressed I would be prepared to
14 stipulate for purposes of this memo that you should use .
15 John's definition of the role of the hearing from his March
16 15 memo and work from there.

I don't see how you can

17 quarrel with that.
18

COMMISSIQNER AHEARNE:

Oh, no.

I would prefer to

19 hold you to that as more than just a stipulation.

I think

20 what you have really said is that the role of the staff in
21 the memo that Len will produce will be restricted to that
22 kind of a hearing process in which the role of the hearing
23 is as I would find it.
24

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

It would at least be a

25 good starting point.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

2 really be valid to
3

ext~nd

Therefore, it wouldn't

it beyond that that.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I would it would be useful

4 to start with that and see where it took us.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

5

Okay.

There

~re

enough

6 Commissioners that want to see it so that the counsel's
7 office may properly feel that it has a Commission interest.
I will just say for myself I wouldn't do it

8

9 because I just don't see that that much of a change in the
10 staff role is practical or desirable.
I have run out

11

ot things to consider.

We have

12 made substantial progress at this meeting.
13

I

14 nature.

noti~e

that these meetings tend to have a cyclic

As best as I can remember the last one which I

15 think was on the 26th of May, why i t seemed to me that we
16 made

~ssentially

no headway.

So maybe it is our fate to do

17 a sort of laying the groundwork at a meeting and then we
18 have a meeting in which we.move ahead.
19

Very good.

20

(Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m., the meeting adjourned.)

21

Thank you very much.

* * *

22
23
24

25
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